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Insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome and stroke
Kernan WN
Department of Medicine, Yale University School of Medicine,
New Haven, CT, USA

Insulin resistance is a common metabolic defect that results from
impaired insulin-mediated glucose uptake, primarily in fat and mus-
cle. Progressive insulin resistance, when associated with impaired
pancreatic insulin secretion, leads to hyperglycemia and type 2 diabe-
tes mellitus. Insulin resistance is the cardinal defect in the metabolic
syndrome. Risk factors for insulin resistance include obesity, older
age, inactivity, and genetic disposition. Several lines of evidence now
indicate that insulin resistance is independently associated with
increased risk for atherosclerotic vascular disease, including stroke,
myocardial infarction, and peripheral vascular disease. Insulin resis-
tance affects approximately 50% oÍ non-diabetic patients with ische-
mic stroke. Despite its prevalence and association wirh increased risk
for vascular disease, only recently have investigators begun to exam-
ine insulin resistance as a rarger for secondary prevention. Effective
therapies to reduce insulin resistance include weight loss, diet, exer-
cise, and medications such as the thiazolidinediones and appetite
suppressants. \X/ith the exception of bariatric surgery, most lnterven-
tions for weight loss have beèn disappointing, producing only mosr
effects. Studies oÍ weight losó have not incorporared vascular end-
points. Behavioral interventions directed at diet and exercise have
reduced insulin resistance, but have been difÊcuir ro susrain. Thiazo-
lidinediones are used to treat oí type 2 diabetes mellitus and show
promise for vascular prevention. A clinical trial is underway to
examine the effectiveness oÍ one thiazolidinedione, pioglitazone, in
preventing recurrent stroke and MI among non-diabetic patients
with a stroke or TIA.

oR07-02
Blood pressure lowering for the primary and
secondary prevention of stroke
Staessen J
Sludles Coordrnating Centre, Dívision of Hypertension and
Cardiac Rehabilitation, Department of Cardiovascular
Diseases, University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

The'Síorld Health Organization estimated that worldwide nearly 15
million people experience a stroke each year, of whom 5 million die
and 5 million are permanently disabled. Prospective cohort studies
showed a log-linear relation between stroke incidence and blood BP,
which extends to well within the normotensive range. Hypertension
explains nearly 60oÁ of the population-attributable risk. Primary pre-
vention trials established that the stroke risk associated with BP is
reversible with relative risk reductions on antihypertensive drug
treat-ment amounting to 3040"/" and that BP lowering therapy
should be instituted soon after the diagnosis of hypertension. In an
update of our meta-regression analysis, we accounted not only for
the differences in the achieved systolic BP between groups random-
ized in clinical trials, but also for drug class, the interaction between
on-treatment systolic BP and drug class, age at randomization, year

of publication, and the duration oÍ rrearmenr. V/e included trials that
compared either CCBs or ACE inhibitors with placebo or older
drugs. níe corroborated that BP reduction was by far the most
important determinant of cardiovascular outcome. In addition, in
keeping with previous analyses, we found that CCBs compared with
control, over and beyond BP, pro-vided benefrt (-14"Á; P = 0.042) in
the prevention of stroke and rhat the same was true for ACE inhibi-
tors in relation to cotonary heart disease (-1,0%; P = 0.028). These
findings sug-gested that CCBs might be especially indicated for the
prevention of stroke in high-risk subjects, such as for instance older
patients with isolated systolic hypertension, or Asian populations.

oR07-03
Blood pressure changes in sleep, sleep apnea and
stroke
Culebras A
Neurology, Suny Upstate Medical University, Syracuse, NY,
USA

Blood pressure (BP) levels and sleep are intimately linked. Physiologi-
cal and pathological variations in BP are commonly observed in
sleep. Certain BP idiosyncrasies are dependent on sleep stages; for
instance BP decreases in slow wave sleep and is variable in REM
sleep. BP dipping oÍ 10-15% is physiologic in sleep. Absence,
extreme or reverse dipping may be a risk factor for stroke. BP eleva-
tions are commonly observed in sleep apnea (SA) and in periodic
limb movement disorder (PLMS). The common link is the occurrence
of arousals during which BP peaks to levels approaching 200/
100 mmHg. Numerous arousals from sleep may lead to sustained
high BP. Several epidemiologic studies have shown a dose dependent
association between SA severity (apnea/hypopnea index > 30/h) and
risk of developing high BP (> 140/90 mmHg). Adjusted odd ratios in
two studies were 1.39 and 2.89 respectively. Treatment of sleep
apnea with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) reduces BP.
In one controlled study patients with severe SA had a mean reduc-
tion of 3.3 mmHg in ambulatory BP several weeks later. In another
controlled study effective CPAP treatment in patients with severe SA
led to a 10 mm Hg drop in mean arterial BP. In patients with PLMS
and arousals the mean nocturnal systolic BP rose 22 mm Hg and the
diastolic L1. mm Hg.
Conclusions: Absence of BP dipping and high BP in patients with SA
and PLMS increase the risk oí stroke. Effective trearment of SA and
PLMS may decrease the risk of stroke.

oR07-04
Stroke incidence in diabetes
Kissela BM
Department of Neurology, University Hospital, Cincinnati, OH,
USA

Background And Aims: Diabetes is a known risk factor for stroke,
but the impact of diabetes on stroke incidence rates has been poorly
understood. A population-based study was used to describe diabetes-
related ischemic stroke epidemiology.
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